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In t roducing t he

this.changes.everything!

Raising the Bar (And the Box!)

Built-In Technician!

Forever famous for unsurpassed quality and workmanship,
Nita 3.0 machines are now even more fortified and efficient
to use than ever before. Conveniently placed “eye-level”
electrical boxes house industry-leading technology like
100% non-proprietary Servo programmable drives that keep
the completely synchronized machines humming while fully
integrated In-Frame Wiring shield the precise electrical
signals from messy and dangerous spills. Protecting our
your investment is always top of mind!

We’ve trumped ourselves this time. Already renowned as the
technological leaders in automatic labeling equipment, Nita 3.0
machines now feature Hi-Res color HMI control screens that
allow for our service reps to log in via an internet connection
and completely adjust and troubleshoot your machine
remotely. You may never meet a Nita technician in-person
again! Add in the full color on-screen PDF pics and tips and
an optional scanner for quick recipe recall and Nita once again
redefines the words SIMPLY EASY™!

Labeling Warrior

The Color of HAPPY

Ultra-rugged and bold, the Nita 3.0 SUMO-FRAME™
demonstrates Nita’s pledge to engineering and building
only the BEST labeling machine money can buy. The fully
welded Stainless Steel structure supports a reinforced
SureFire™ labeling platform guaranteed to outperform
anything you have ever used. Sumo Strong!

Orange is the New Black
As in you will be further in the black on your bottom line
with unrivaled levels of production uptime and unparalleled
ease of use and operator satisfaction. Nita 3.0 machines
reflect the pride we take in our company brand with subtle
but sexy design touches. Nita…putting some Beauty into
the Beast!

Nothing makes product changeovers as quick and easy as Nita’s
legendary rulers and quick-adjust recipe systems … except
of course changeovers in COLOR! Every station that needs
an adjustment when changing over or setting up containers is
indicated with a specific color and letter code that relates to a
specific value stored in the color HMI screen. Simply dial in the
value at each adjustment station and you are good to go. Nita has
now made “lightning-fast” changeovers even faster!

In t roducing t he

Nita 3.0

SMART LABELING SYSTEMS

At Nita we are INSPIRED by YOU! The incredible amount of
hard work you dedicate to your company and craft drives us
to go further. Your commitment to being the absolute best
at what you do motivates us to continue developing better
and more productive machines every single day. At Nita we
take so much PRIDE in knowing the systems we engineer
and manufacture play significant roles in enabling our clients
to run the most efficient and highest producing facilities in
the country. Mostly, we are honored to have every one of
you as a part of the ever-growing Nita family. Thank you.
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